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Rising of the shield hero episode 2

You want some more? Advanced embed information, examples, and help! Anime-Planet users recommend these animes to Fans of The Rising of the Shield Hero. Everything to watch here, right now! 17 people think you'll like this Fluffs says both of these shows belong to the dark fantasy genre and deal
with some sensitive topics. The go-to-goer killer isn't Isekai, but it has another world feel TitaniumTits says both are pretty dark stories, but we see the development of their relationship as the story unfolds. The shield hero is a daddy, but it feels very similar to Goblin Slayer's adventure style. Both also
have great battle scenes. According to Jaimefm, both animes have dark themes. Shield Hero is isekai and Goblin Slayer is for more mature audiences, but both have similar adventure styles. 14 people think you like this Yain says I have to admit I was very surprised by either anime. Let me explain why.
First of all, I'm the kind of person who's tired of the Virtual World plot that we've been massively fed log horizon (which is really good, let's not deny it) and Sword Art Online (which is a pretty good plot, but too extended in my opinion). I wanted to see something different. The rise of the S.H.I.E.I.E.D. hero is



anime that begins in this virtual//parallel world environment that really is fantasy land and plot slowly evolues something that isn't quite what we expected, in a way that's pretty similar to The Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime. I enjoy the fact that it's not the average revenge, but focuses a lot on character
evolution and both animets thoroughly explore the aspects of their characters. If you liked one of these, I'm sure you'll enjoy it another! Grizz says if you liked this, you'll probably like this one, too. Because they're both isekai fantasy stories, although one takes a darker turn than other comedies and
cheerful slaps. According to MaxymusPrime, both are erient shows. They are in the same genra, but they have scattered heartburn against Isekai Genra. Both well executed and deserve a watch. 9 people think you like this fantasiesfinale says it has a lot of the same themes, although it's a lot of the most
comedy. The story is similar, in which the protagonist goes into another world and ends up as slaves. It's not bad, so don't drop it just because it's ecchi. According to Kakajoju, both animes include a closed person who moves to another world. The person said in both of these animes gets cute girl slaves
and adventures with them. niotabunny says that here we have yet another closed take where they are transported to another kingdom, where it differs from their own, and thus encounters all sorts of magical and mystical aspects, such as: trolls and casting of spells. Adblocker may be lost downloading
site, disable this site, or make a list of it if you want to continue
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